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great part super- 
tlous. Piece-wages therefore lay the. 
foundation ... of a hierarchi- PresK in monetary terms. Exchange

values
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In piece-wages it at first «'ally organized system of exploita
tion and oppression.
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and the advance of general know- 
over dregs in last night's lodge, is becoming 

cup to our new morning’s thirst. As conscious of these facts, and is 
to their wisdom and statesmanship, ing towards 
we doubted i, :

men of capital at lust

pay-
in countries where the gold stand-
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nounced radical demands on the re- The first chief function of money
is, to act as a measure of value. This 
it does by virtue of being itself 
store of value, that is, it is a produet 
of labor.
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A dollar is a fixed weight of metal 

The Govem- 
guarantees

Of course this does no,
alter the general relations between °f a certain fineness, 
capital and wage-labor. First the ment stamp on the dollar 

RroP individual differences balance

more and more

these qualities in the coin.one an
other in the workshop as a whole, 
which thus supplies in a given work
ing time, the average product, and 
the total

a new organization of 
society, whose method of distribution 
will he a recognition of them, based 

pro- on them.
fessional standpatters, these easeful The broad, general movement of 
time servers and /labby compromises, labor sweeps all along in its current 
to he galvanized into taking on the progressives and reactionaries Reds 
rigorous, blustering aspect of war: and Whites. Sam Gompers. etc., are 
and the remainder of the leaser known caught up in the tide. and. though 
of this labor group also, hand-picked they would like to stem it. primarilly

care from the conserva- they are more interested in saving h' 
t.ve wing of the organized labor themselves from being submerged 
movement 1 To think of them as they They will do anything to keen 
were known before the conference, top

we doubt i, yet. 
How come these master manipula
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Money serves as a means of de
ferred payment. The sale of 
modify may take place and

a com- 
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totally or in part take place 
payment is made, as in the 

renting of a house and other credit 
transactions.

wages paid in that parti- tion 
eular branch of industry. Second, 
the proportion between wages and 
surplus value

before

remains unaltered, 
since the mass of surplus labor sup
plied by each particular laborer cor
responds with the

laborers,
wage received by lops thpjr 

But the wider scope" that piece- 
wage gives to “individuality, and 

0,1 with it the sense of liberty, inde
pendence. and self-control of the

on the other hand it deve- 
competition with 

Piece-work has therefore, a 
tendency, while raising individual 
wages above the 
this

with anxious
one another.

average to lower
average itself.”
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